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Experienced in pre-sales management, sales management, and service request 
management along with contact center integration pertaining to the CRM space. 
Review and select CRM software that meets our companys needs.

EXPERIENCE

CRM Team Lead
ABC Corporation - 2011 – 2013

 Planned and Impact analysis of Upgrade to CRM 5.0 from CRM 3.0.
 Upgraded to CRM 5.0 for Sales, B2B Internet Sales applications (ISA) 

Functional specifications for modifications to custom.
 Full life cycle CRM Marketing and CIC implementation Configuration of

SAP CRM covering entire Sales Order management process 
Organization Structure.

 Overall Solution design for entire Marketing and Sales Processes using
Enterprise Portal, SAP CRM and R/3 and BW.

 Configurations for CRM Marketing - Campaign Management, Lead 
management and External List Management Set up Middleware 
between CRM &amp; R/3.

 Replication of Customizing objects, Master data and Transaction 
between CRM &amp; R/3 Analog Devices, USA.

 Implemented full life cycle SAP CRM Internet Sales B2C &amp; B2B 
Solutions Kimberly Clark, UK Project SAP CRM Marketing &amp; 
Internet Sales (Web Channel.

CRM Team Lead 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2010

 Use existing customer data to gain new leads and potential 
customers.

 Understand previous customer attitudes to better engage current 
customers.

 Identify new and more cost-efficient communication channels with 
customers.

 Identify the most efficient customer interaction approaches &amp; 
prioritize them accordingly.

 Keep customers updated about the latest collections &amp; special 
offers in order to increase sales.

 Adopt new trends &amp; strategies to expand the customer base 
such as upselling and cross-selling.

 Coordinate different departments in terms of their customer 
interactions and establish a way to increase the level and 
effectiveness of their cooperation.
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EDUCATION

 Degree in Sales

SKILLS

Strong interpersonal and active listening skills.
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